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Abstract

The paper describes the environmental requirements as a result of the IANCA Thermal Plant
running on coal, taking out of operation and turning it to better account by selling or dismantling it.
Thus, in agreement with the Environmental Protection Law No. 137/29.12.1995- modified and re pub-
lished on 17.02.2000//Article 15 specifies that when the investment changes its owner or destination,
or the activities generating an impact on the environment cease to exist, it is mandatory that the for-
mer owner develop an environmental study, with a view to establishing the requirements obligations
relating to environmental quality restoration in the area the respective activity had an impact on.

In the paper will be presented the following issues: environmental obligations resulting from
the objective putting out of operation. Legislative specifications; specific works and environmental
protection measures; installation, equipment, sub assemblies, spare parts turning to better account;
general conditions (pre-requisites) for waste management; categories of waste resulting from the
IANCA Thermal Plant dismantling. Its storage and turning to better account.
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1. ENVIRONMENTAL OBLIGATIONS RESULTING FROM THE OBJEC-
TIVE PUTTING OUT OF OPERATION. LEGISLATIVE SPECIFICATIONS

Under the Order No. 184/1997 and the Government Decision No. 457/1997 there
are two types of environmental obligations:

> A-type environmental obligations - relating to those responsibilities establish-
ing environmental obligations that are known when the objective is sold, concerning both
past and future damages, in agreement with the legislation in force: they are dealt with by
specifying in the offer documents and rules contract the minimum accepted environmental
objectives;

> B-type environmental obligations - relating to those responsibilities that iden-
tify the potential sources of environmental obligations, labor protection and population,
health, whose cost are not precisely known and depend on the future legislative framework,
the third parties and information available in the future.

Further, we present the environmental obligations of the buyer, when the objective
is sold, but it is not going to be resume operation, to restart operation.

2. SPECIFIC WORKS AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION MEASURES

Considering the actual situation of the IANCA Thermal Plant, after it was put out
of operation in April, 1998, the following measures are to be taken:

> collection of all the coal amounts in the store, coal transportation installation,
boiler coal supply conveyer belts, and turning them to better account by selling. In case a
beneficiary interested in buying it cannot be found, the coal will be transported to the slag
and ash dump or the IANCA town dump;

> collection of all coal dust or ash amounts in the IANCA Thermal Plant area and
their storing in the slag and ash dump or in the 1ANCA town dump;

> chemical substances cleaning and washing of ail installations, tanks and stor-
ing places;

> cleaning and unclosing of the drain channel and rain water channel;
> covering the slag and ash dump with a vegetation layer, and after completing

all the operations necessary for the taking out of operation, seeding with resistant plants;
> taking out removing all the equipment and materials from the technological,

channels on the IANCA Thermal Power Plant territory, their cleaning and filling with earth;
> obtaining the authorization for the disconnection from the natural gases supply

source and the installation taking out of operation, observing the specific norms;
> obtaining the authorization for the power supply installation disconnection and

its.taking out of operation, observing the specific norms;
> cleaning, tilling (and seeding plants or even grass) the entire area of the Ther-

mal Plant, after putting out of the operation all the existing installations;
> providing a round-the clock guard of the objective and recording (in a special

book) all the events that come up on the IANCA Thermal Plant territory;
> announcing SE BRAILA headquarter, or IPM BRAILA about any event;
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> permanent monitoring of the slag and ash dump condition and the condition
of the pond within compartment 2;

> checking and maintaining the lightning arresters/rods of all the buildings and
installations on the territory of the Thermal Plant (until they are put out of operation);

> keeping a book recording all the events for all the installations equipment and
components taken over from the IANCA Thermal Power Plant;

3. INSTALLATION, EQUIPMENT, SUB ASSEMBLIES, SPARE PARTS
TURNING TO BETTER ACCOUNT

The buyer will draw up a list of all installations, equipment subassemblies and
spare parts whose technical condition allows then to be turned to better account and will try
to sell them. The installations, equipment subassemblies and spare parts will be sold by auc-
tion to economic agents that are interested in taking them over. The remaining materials and
equipment will be turned to better account or stored in the form of waste. Under these cir-
cumstances, the buyer will observe the general conditions regulating waste storage, pre-
sented in this paper. Waste collection, storage, transportation and recycling (turning to bet-
ter account) will be made in agreement with all the above-mentioned obligations.

4. GENERAL CONDITIONS (PRE-REQUISITES) FOR WASTE MANAGE-
MENT

Waste management envisages utilization of those processes and methods that do
not endanger people's health or environment. Competent authorities issue the authorization
and control activities winning at waste turning to better account or going away with it, so
that they: do not endanger people's health or the water, soil, air, fauna or vegetation; do not
generate noise pollution, or unpleasant odors; do not affect scenery or the protected areas.
Physical persons, authorized physical persons must not carry out independent activities,
legal persons must not abandon, do away with or eliminate waste in an uncontrolled way or
perform any other unauthorized operations relating to waste management.
In order to carry out these objectives, a waste management plan should be developed. The
plan will contain information relating to:

> the types, amounts, and origin of the waste to be turned to better account or
done away with;

> the specific measures for the special waste categories;
> the zones and installations for waste turning to better account or elimination.
At the same time, the competent authorities will adopt the necessary measures so

that the owner of the objective ensure by its own means the turning to better account of
waste or its eliminations, or ensure that waste resulting from the dismantling operations of
an authorized enterprise be taken over to be turned to better account or eliminated. Measures
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will be taken to encourage waste collection, sorting or treatment. The waste owner who i |
gives away the waste to a specialized enterprise will pay the costs relating to waste collec- ji
tion, transportation, storage, turning to better account or elimination. |

5. CATEGORIES OF WASTE RESULTING FROM THE IANCA THERMAL
PLANT DISMANTLING. ITS STORAGE AND TURNING TO BETTER
ACCOUNT.

The waste resulting from the 1ANCA Thermal Plant dismantling is industrial waste
and can be classified as follows:

> by ways of turning it to better account:
a) industrial waste that can be recycled;
b) industrial waste that cannot be recycled

> by their properties:
a) hazardous industrial waste;
b) non - hazardous industrial waste.

5.1 COLLECTION, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND TURNING TO
BETTER ACCOUNT OF INDUSTRIAL WASTE THAT CAN BE RECYCLED.
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS.

. I
* The metallic ferrous waste resulting from the dismantling works will be stored in

a scrap iron store, which will be developed within the Thermal Plant area and turned to a
better account by specialized agents who recover and recycle it. The store will be developed
on a concrete reinforced platform covered up or uncovered. The platform (having a slight
slope) will have a rainwater draining system and will be fenced.

* The non - ferrous metallic waste resulting from the dismantling works will be
stored in a closed store and will be turned to better account by authorized agents who will
recover and recycle it.

* The paper-cardboard waste will be collected and stored in containers, in a closed
store; the waste will be transported and turned to better account by agents specialized in its
recovery and recycling.

* The glass - ceramics waste will be collected by assortments in special containers
and will be turned to better account by agents specialized in its recovery and recycling.

* The rubber waste is collected and stored in a store, which will be developed with-
in the Thermal Plant area and turned to better account by agents specialized in its recovery
and recycling. The storage place will be developed on a concrete covered platform, covered
up or uncovered. The platform will be provided with a rainwater draining system and will
be fenced.
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5.2 COLLECTION, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND TURNING TO
BETTER ACCOUNT OF INDUSTRIAL WASTE THAT CANNOT BE RECYCLED.
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS.

The industrial waste that cannot be recycled is the wood, concrete poles, refracto-
ry bricks, debris resulting from the building, and other construction demolition within the
Thermal Plant area. The wood waste will be sold. The refractory bricks, small size debris,
without reinforcements can be used to build roads or as a filling material. The rest of the
waste will be carried to the slag and ash dump or the town dump.

5.3 COLLECTIONS, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND TURNING TO
BETTER ACCOUNT OF SLAG AND ASH WASTE. ENVIRONMENTAL
REQUIREMENTS.

After burning coal in the boiler furnace, the resulting slag and ash (discharged
through the boiler funnels, collected by the electric filters, and discharged through their fun-
nels) was hydraulically transporte'd and stored in the ash and slag dump. After completing
all the operations relating to the Thermal Plant taking out of operation, the slag and ash
dump will planted with grass or plants.

> The sludge from the raw water pre-treatment and treatment station is a slag con-
taining iron hydroxide, incorporating moods formed of calcium substances and silicon from
the supply raw water. In treating and storing of the sludge resulting from the treatment of
the raw water, the following should be observed: the waste treatment to improve its charac-
teristics and diminish the amount, considering its final storage; recovery of water from the
waste; its nqn - polluting storing. The resulting sludge concentrated or not, will be carried
to the slag and ash dump.

> The used oil will be collected from installations observing the equipment spec-
ifications previsions not to prevent leakages (avoid soil or water pollution). It will be stored
in tanks, lorry tanks, and metallic barrels, that should be clean and in good condition.

> The used mineral oil containers should be sealed, to prevent water, impurities
or foreign substances penetrate and will be deposited in closed areas. The used oil collect-
ed in this way will recycled afterwards. It should be checked whether the electric station
equipment and installations used PCB containing oil.

> The waste that contains asbestos will be collected and stored in a specially
developed place, not allowing the pollution "transfer" to other environments (places).
Collection will be made by types: tough materials and fibers materials.

These materials will be kept track of and mentioned in a special card pointing out:
the material description (insulating plate, insulating wool, treads and/or fibers impregnated
with asbestos, etc.); weight; date when it was received a and stored in the storage place and
date when it was taken out; destination when taken out (storage location);

The soft, fibrous materials that contain asbestos will be packed in plastic or.paper
bags during temporary storage. For the final storage these materials should be previously
treated by incorporating them in an inactive material. The rest of the asbestos waste will be
wetted and packed in sealed containers, which will be deposited in an underground store.
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Before starting the dismantling operations all the places and types of materials that contain
asbestos will be identified and noted.
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